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Tacana Flash™

M&R’s Tacana Flash is the ultimate integrated flash cure system, and it’s designed to work flawlessly with most M&R
automatic textile presses.  Tacana Flash uses sealed tungsten filament quartz lamps with instant-on technology to
produce superior curing during high-speed production.  The curing module is divided into three zones.  Each zone
can be operated independently or in tandem.  This allows operators to lower energy costs when curing small print
areas.  Operators have the choice of operating any single zone, any two zones, or all three zones.  The curing
module reverts to standby mode when the press is idle.  Cooling fans enhance curing and provide rapid cooling at
shutdown.  Sophisticated controls—including PLC/sensor switch and timer & zone controllers—offer ease of use and
deliver exceptional accuracy.  

Tacana Flash units take up less space because they mount in the screen holders of the press.  Because they don’t
protrude beyond the normal diameter of the press, operators find it easier to move around.  Although Tacana Flash
offers superb performance and superior versatility,
it does so in an extremely compact and affordable
unit.  Like all M&R equipment, the Tacana Flash is
built with M&R’s unsurpassed commitment to
quality, durability, and design excellence, and is
backed by M&R’s unparalleled service and support.
Tacana Flash is simply the finest press-mounted
flash cure system available.
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Electrical Requirements*

Size Number 208/230v 380/415v 460/480v Shipping
of 3 phase 3 phase 3 phase Weight

Lamps 50/60 Hz 50/60 Hz 50/60 Hz

SPECIFICATIONS

18” x 20” (45 x 50 cm) 9 30/33 amps 18/20 amps 16/16 amps 100 lbs (46 kg)

20” x 28” (50 x 70 cm) 12 38/43 amps 24/26 amps 22/23 amps 120 lbs (55 kg)

* If incoming voltage differs from the voltage(s) listed, calculate amperage accordingly


